2. English Language

B.A. English Language-II Total Mark: 100

Appendix ‘A’

(Outlines of Tests)

Section-I
Q.1 Question From “A Selection From Modern English Essays.” 20
Q.2 Question From The Old Man, and the Sea. 20

Section-II
Q.3 Essays with outline 25
Q.4 Correction of Sentences. 10
Q.5 Idioms and Phrasal verbs. 10
Q.6 Letter writing or Job Application. 15

100

Appendix ‘B’

(Outlines of Tests)

Recommended Books:

1. A Selection of Modern English Essays : edited by Prof. Sajjad Sheikh, published by Maktaba-e-Karvan, Katchcry Road, Lahore
2. The Old Man and the Sea: Ernest Hemingway.
3. Skill Worker (Caravan) by Dr. Surriya Shafi, Prof. Sabiha Mansoor & Prof. Humaira Irfan.